Functional Vision
Testing

$35

These three testsuse cutting-edge, newly FDA approved
eye-tracking technology created by RightEye. We here
at Circle of Life are one of only handful of offices in the
state that provide access to this new diagnostic tool. A
major benefit of these tests is that customized at-home
training plans are prescribed based on your individual
results and these trainings are proven to improve vision
dysfunctions in as little as 10 minutes a day.

$35

$35

What does it test for?

What does it test for?

What does it test for?

The goal of this test is todetect
dysfunctions in how your eyes work
together to focus on and follow
objects. Weak ocular muscles,
delayed nerve signals, and several
other seemingly minor issues can
affect visual clarity and focus.

The main purpose of this test is to
determine if there is an eye
dysfunction contributing to your
reading or learning difficulties. Even
with 20/20 vision, reading can be
challenging if there are other issues
present.

By combining elements of the
functional vision test with unique tests
for determining how the athlete
detects changes in movement and light,
this test can determine how well an
athlete is seeing in-game.

Why should I be tested?

Why should I be tested?

Why should I be tested?

There are several eye dysfunctions
that are missed in routine eye exams
that cause issues that cannot be
corrected by eyewear alone. This
test provides insight into if and what
issues may be present.

Even with corrected vision, some eye
dysfunctions make learning and
reading a struggle. This leads to eye
strain, headaches, and a lot of
frustration. This test helps determine
what is wrong and how to correct it.

Over 80% of sensory input in sports is
visual and 20/20 vision doesn’t always
mean you’re at your best in terms of
motion tracking and reflexes. Any
athlete who wants to step up their
game should take this test and try the
at-home trainings to improve their
sports vision.

Yes, I would like to receive the most comprehensive eye exam available today and get all three tests done
today for the package discount price of $85
Yes I am concerned with my vision, but I would only like to do the Functional/Reading/Sports tests
today for the listed price above (for one test), or a discounted price of $60 for two tests. (Please circle
which tests you would like to have done today).
No thank you, I would not like to have the tests done at this time.

Patient Signature

Date

By signing this form I am stating I understand that insurance will not cover these tests and any costs incurred thereof are my complete responsibility.

